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1. In addition to 5FM’s standard Competition Terms and Conditions, the below conditions 

also apply for the Festival de Mexico Ticket Competition on 5FM.  

a. The competition runs on 22 October 2019 on the Roger Goode Show and the 

Thabooty Drive only.  

b. To enter the presenter asks listeners three questions related to Mexico and 

Mexican culture 

i. Listeners enter via WhatsApp on 0825505151 by answering all three 

question in one message 

ii. The first contestant with all three answers correct on what’s app is taken 

live on air to answer one final question 

iii. If the contestant gets the answer correct they are the winner. 

iv. If they get it wrong, we take the second person who got all three answers 

correct on Whats App 

c. The prize is 4 x VIP tickets, R2000 bar tab and artist meet and greet at Festival de 

Mexico happening on 26 October 2019 at Monte Casino.  

d. No winner may win twice.  

e. The judge’s decision is final.  

f. The prize excludes flights, accommodation, and anything not detailed in the prize 

description above. 

g. Winners must be able to utilise the prize for the event on the above-mentioned 

date.  

h. Prizes are not transferrable or exchangeable for cash. 

i. Winners will be announced on air during the above-mentioned shows on 22 

October.   

j. 5FM and the Promoter shall not be responsible for the failure of any technical 

element relating to this promotion that may result in an entry not being 

successfully submitted. 

k. In the event that the Prize is not available despite the Promoter's reasonable 

endeavours to procure the Prize, 5FM and the Promoter reserves the right to 

substitute the Prize with a Prize of equal value. 

l. 5FM and the promoter accept no responsibility should the event be cancelled due 

to circumstances beyond 5FM and the promoter’s control. 

 

 


